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LARGE SUPERCONDUCTING DETECTOR MAGNETS WITH ULTRA THIN COILS 
FOR USE IN HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS MiD STORAGE RINGS. 

H. A, Green 

Lawrence Bemeley Laboratory 
llo1.versity of California 

Beme1ey, california 

This paper describes the development of a ni!W class of large superconducting soleiwid 
magJ!l!ts. High energy physics on colJ,iding beam machines sometimes require the use of thin 
coH' solenoid magnets. ,The development of these ,magnets bas proceeded with the substitution 
of li'ght materials for heavy materials and by ,inCrea9ing the current density in the coils. 
The Lawrence Beme1ey Laboratory bas developed a 1:adtca1 approach to the pEOblem by ba'ldng 
the co11 operate at very high cur1:ent, densities. This approach and its implications are 
described in detail. 

Introduction 

Recent'developments in colliding beam physics have prompted the development of thin 
superconductiog solenoid magnets for use ia these experiments. The development of thin 
m3g0ets can be traced starting with PLUTO, the fi1:st superconducting magnet which was used to 
do colliding beam physics. The evolution of thin coil technology can be trsced by comparing 
PLUTO (which is not a thin superconducting magnet) with three other superconductiog magnets 
which have been built OT are being built for colliding beam experiments. All tbree of these 
magnets are 'designed to be thin to some degtee. 

A comparative' study of the four magnets illustrstes the trend of thin supercooducting 
co11 development over tbe last two D1: three years. first, Doe sees tbe substitution of lighter 
materials for heavier msterials in the CERN magnet. Then ooe sees the abandoDlll!nt of cryogeoic 
stsbility wben the batb cryostat is replaced witb tbe tubular cooling system in the CELLO 
magnet. F1oslly, tbe conductive bore tube concept is introduced in order to make a radical 
improvement in the ,protection' of thin solenoid magnets against burnout. This is the basis of 
the TPC magnet design proposed by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). 

Over half of this pap'er will be devoted to the LBL magnet 'technique. Since the LBL tecb
nique is a radical departure from conventioosl technique, this paper will present tbe theory 
of the conductive bore tube and discuss the resulta of experiments on LBL test coils. Three 
test c.oils· have been c.onstruc.ted at LBL. Two of these coUs, each with a diameter of one meter. 
have been fully tested and the results are presented herein. Preliminsry tests on the third 
test 'magnet, which bas a diameter of two meters, are described. The results' of these tests 
show the viability of the LBL two-phase tubular cooling system and the conductive bore tube for 
diverting the magnetic current from the superconducting coil. ' 

The LBL technique ia applicable to magnets in a variety of sizes. The radiation thickness 
attainable is a function of diameter and central induction. Thia relaticoship is sbown in this 
pape::. In addition, one can apply light sUperconductors and conductive bore tubes. This can, 
in principle, result in a reduction of the radiation thickness of solenoids whicb bave a diam
eter below a certain value. 

The development of thin solenoid technology 

The 'development of thin nagnet technology can be traced by comparing four colliding beam 
detector solenoids which have been built or are about to te built. The first of these magnets 
is PLUTO. This magnet, which makes no effort to bj! thin, was built in 1971 using tbe conductor 
and stabilization technology used in the large bubble cbsmber(l). The second magnet, ISR, 
built by Horpurgoat' CERN' in 1976, BubQ!ltuted a cryt;>genica11y stabilized allllll1J1um conductor 
for th~ ciJpperc<"iductor normally used l ). The vacuum ve,.sela and cryostat vessels are also 
msde of aluminum; The third step iil this progression is the msgnet, proposed for the CELLO 
elCPertment by !;aclsy and',Karlsrube" using ilitrinaically stable aluminum conductor which operates 
'at current densitieS' of 1.4 x 108 &-2(3). The fourth step 1n the progress10n is represented 
by the magni!t proposed for the time projectiOn cblllltJer (TPC) experiment by the Lawrence 
Beme1ey Laboratol.y(4). This magDet, uses superconductor at very high matrix current densities 
(about 109 Am-2h' -The msgriet uses a tVo-pbase tubular COOling system. 

The ,four magnets "':e clllllpsred in Table 1. "The PLUTO magnet bas the largest central 
inductiOn 'and ~est free wI""",. ,The TPC magnet has both the,largest free volume and stored 
eaergy. The ISR '!liagnet bas the alliallest stored energy end it has a central induction of 1.S T 
lik'l the CELLO ana' TPC magnets. The thiekeBt magnet from a radiation standpOint is' the PLUTO 
magnet. The,' thinnest magnet ia the TPC magnet. 

t '",. 

* ,U'.I~' t..U Work performed urier tbe auspices of U.S. Energy Research and Develo~,,\,!l'S ~~ois~st1oi? .. ' 
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Table 1. A compariso'1 of four intersection storage ring detector magnets. 

PLuTo 15K CELLO TPC 
(1972) (1976) (1979) (1990) 

Cryostst :l.nJ!er warm 
,diameter (m) 1.40 1.38 1.5 2.0 

Dis tan";' between tbe 
iron},oles (m) , 1.1.5 1.80 3.5 3.4 

Central i~~ctiqn (T)" 2.0 loS 1.S 1.5 

'Nodier of 'turns 1524 1000 -1400 1950 
" ~~~~t ~er;turn (A) 1264 2200 - 3100 2100 

Magnet indUctance (H) 5'.07 1.24, -1.46 4.83 

Miignet 'sto,:~d,el1"rgy (J) 4.05 x 10
6 

3.0 x 106 -7.0 x 106 10.65 x 106 

:SupercoillluctoJ; ,matrix 
, ,current densiry st its 

4.7S x 10
7 

4.07 x 107 -1.41 x 108 
8.7sxI08 , design current (AlI!"'2) 

Type' of sUperconductor 
matrix Copper AluminlDD Altiminum Copper 

Hsd!stion thickness 
'(Had'len) , '-:-4.0 -1.10 -0.5 0.38 

Cooling system Bsth Bsth Tube Tube 

Condu~tive bore tube No No No Yes 

Type of stabilizstion Cryogenic Cryogenic Adiabatic Adiabatic 
, " 

Cold maSs (kg) -1.7 x 103 -1.4 x 103 -1.4 x 103 
.- ., .. ,.-

TWa,of • ~~o,;tst Stainless 
AluminlDD Hexeel Hexeel 

vacuum vessel Steel 

:.l 
.. 1 _.,. • 
Th~t:0l'r magnet~ 'shown, in Table 1 ahow the progression of high energy physics toward 

thi)ll1E!r:,i!ial!l!iitB;"It.:!,9,'often del'iirable'to do physics outside the magnet. In order to do 
thi,a. 'one' inUS,t":'P~s Ta,rge,n~el<s .of'charged,and neutral particles through the magnet over a 
large so!1d;:angle" Th~refore, magnets wbichare thin from a radiation stsndpo1.nt are used. 
Beforep,:o",e.etlins. it is use,fn! to define' radiation thickne~s. One radiation length w1.ll 
convert'about 63% of high energy gamma rays to, charged particle pairs. The nWJiJei of particles 
r ,which pass through an smotm~ "of mater.ialunchanged is a function of the orig1.na1 number 
of particles ro and the' "radiation thickness";\. g1.ven in radiation lengths. To the first order 
'this'i:~ladoilsh1p ,is. " " 

r = r e-A 
a 

materials which are thin from a radiation standpoi.nt have low densiry and low 

(1) 

The t1!ickness for one radiation length is g1.ven in Tal>le 2 for a selection of 

!i;~i~i~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§~~a radiation titickness which is 

In general, the following steps 
Light, ,low densiry. low atomic 
The ,mate#al!i used for cryostat 

"~d. 'in' the magilet itself. (2) The current den~iry 



Table 2. The thickness of various materials . 
which equals one radis!:ion length. 

Material Thickness 

Helium (li<;uid) 7450 

carbon -670 

Magnesium 145 

Aluminum 90 

Copper 14.5 

Niobium Titsni"", (50U1) -18 

Copper based composite 
(Cu to sIc ratio, 1-2) 16.1-15.5 

Aluminum based composite 
(Al to sIc ratio, 1-2.5) 30-42 

Epoxy-dacron - 360 

Epoxy-glass -180 

The proposed CELLO and TPC magnets go a step further toward lighter construction. Both 
use a tubular cooling system, discussed in the next seC"tioD, which will reduce. the helium. 
vessel thickness. The outer vacuum·. vessels proposed for the CELLO and TIC magnets involve 
the use of composite or hexcel type materials. Large cryogenic vacuum vessels must resist 
buckling due to pressure forces. Hexcel,which is a honeycomb structure, will provide the 
tbickness needed to resist buckling without adding material. As a result, the expected 
cryostat vacuum vessel thickness for these magnets· is expected to total 0.06-0.1 radiation 
lengths. The use of light vacuum vessel material is especially important for magnets as they 
grow in size. The TPC magnet whicb bas an outside diameter of about 2.3 m will have a hexeel 
outer vacuum vessel 30-40 mID thick. The proposed TPC experiment ia shown in figure 3. The 
TPC magnet croas section is shown in Figure 4. 

(b) Increasing superconductor matrix current density. The aecond step fo·r reducing magnet 
thickness is to increase the current density within the. superconducting coi1. Both PLuro Sod 
the 15K magnets operate at l!JW current densities which are typical of those found in cryogeni
cally stabilized magnets; l'lgure 5 sliows the current density in the superconductor matriX as 
a functiori of stored· magnetic energy' for a number of supercondw,tingmagnets which have been 
built. The magnets are divided in~O two bro!l'i categories-those "hich. use adiabatic Btabllity 
(most of these magnets have stored energies ."tinder 106.J and current densities above 10 Am-2) 
and those which use cryogenic stability (these magnets have .stored energies above 106 Am-2 and 
current densities below 6 )( 107 Am-2). frOID Pf.gu~ 5 one can see that the 158. ·magnet does not 
make s departure from the norm. If anything, the deSign is-Very conservstive" 

The CELLO miIgoet proposal CllllB fo.r opersdng at matrix current densities which are 3 to 
3.S times larger than PLtrrO. or the 15K magnet. This conductor is operated at current densities 
which are,. in general, too high for cryogenic stability. The coll is operated as an 
adiabatically stable coll; hence it can quench. Quenching can damage the coll unless the coll 
and its quench protection circuit are properly designed. The Jo2Eo ~ 1023 line represents a 
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Figure' 3. Cross section of the experiment 
showing the loea tion and size of 
the Bupercondy.cting'magnet .. 
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Figure 4. Cross section of t:t .. proposed TPC 
solenoid coil. 

practical limit for the design of magnets without an inductively coupled bore tube(S). The 
CELLO magnet Ues a U'ttle above that line. It can do so because its curreot is over 30.0.0. A 
awl the coll can withstand voli:~,ges during 'a, ,quench in excess of 10.0.0. V. 

nie'TPC Doapt apd the Lawrence Berkeley L.dooratory test coils leading up to it (see 
F;lg. S) represent a radical'departure from normal. practice. These magnets are designed to 
operate ~t supercondw;tor c""rent densities which are in excess of 8 x 10.8 Am-2 • At this 

• Solenoids buill 
.. Other types built 

, 0 Storage ring solenoids buill 
o Storage ring s.olenoids proposed 
D LBL test coils 

'-5'~i~~~i;:~!~~~ft1~~;i.1:~.:(.'·<:;r,~.:;19r· ,"" . 108 109 

, 'i~~j,}M~9"~~;,~jOre,dfl"~r:gy. Eo (J) XBLm-1557 
•. ;,"~~;;:!:~~;:;;;4'!f.!:; ,:<:' ,'.',., _ " 4 

i,~~t~iX\current 4eDsity~vs .. ~p'etic stored energy for a 
gnlit~~w~i'ch."'iU.:ve been built or a;:epropo,; ... d. '. 
:r;~Y,~: ,!:;-t-~~,;,_'_·.:~i,~; ,:·.~-,,:.r.l . " 
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Figure 6. SuperconductOr hot spot temperat'ure versus F*CT). 
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current densit2 destruction during a quench can occur very quickly. The TPC magnet bas 
J o 2Eo '" 8 x 10 4. Such operation using normal magnet construction methods would require high 
current operation (say 10" A) and high quench protection voltages (say 104 V). Inatead, the 
TPC magnet relies on a closely coupled bore tube for quench protection. As a result:, the 
TPC magnet has the highest stored energy and lowest radiation thickness of any of the four 
magnets. 

Development of the TPC magnet concept. Since the proposed TPC magnet is a radical departure 
from normal magnel: construction 1:echnique, it is useful 1:0 discuss its development. There 
are two primary features in the TPC magnet which sel: it apart from the others: (1) The magnet 
bas 'an inductively coupled bore tube fo'r quench protection. (2) The magnet is cooled by 
two-phase helium flowing in tubes. The TPC magnet integrates the cryostst (the'helium 
temperature part) and the coil into one consl:ructioo. The basic design for the TPC magnet 
emerged in early 1975, when a smaller detector magnet was being proposed. The bore tube 
technique has been refined and experimental tests have taken place. The results of these !:estS 
are presented in the next section. 

(a) The closely coupled conductive bore tube' technique. Large thin solenoidt; are 
p01:entially subject to destruction during a quench. Coil failure is either due to (1) hot 
spot formation due to uneven quench energy distribution in the coil, or (2) excessive transient 
voltages needed to overcome hot spot development. ' Sometimes both will occur at the sama time. 
The upper boundary of hot spot !:e.,perature can be found by assuming that a small section of the 
superconductor is heat.ed by resistive heating and that there is no heat transfer out of that 
section. This approximation is valid once that small section of superconductor has reached 
30K or above. The hot spot 1:emperature can be found from the following integral expression: 

F*(T) = (T.QQ1 dT m .!!:!. 
)0 p(T) r 

(2) 

,mere C is the specific heat per unit voltmll! of the superconducting 1II!ltrl:x; p is the electricd 
resistivity of, the normal me~al ,in the matrix; r is the normal metal to auperconductor ):atio 
in the conductor; j is the current denSity in the superconducmr matrix; T is temperature; and 
t is .. 'tlme. 

Figure ",6 rela1:es T to FiI(T), bence to the ini:egral j 2dt • It is cl'!8r from this, figure 
that' one must reduce the conductor current denaity ss quickly as possible to reduce the hot 
spot !:emperature. It is also clear that one must reduce the current density even' faster when 
an aluminum based superconduc:mr, is used. At current densities of 109 Am-2, 'the current in 
the magnet must be reduced Substantially in tini!!s of the order of 100 me. In large magnets, 
this call1lOt be done without large transient voltages unless a 'closely coupled low resistJlDce 
bore tilbe is used or the whole coil is driven normal at once. 

-5-
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Figure 7. Elei:trlcal circuit diagram for a 
magnet with and wi.thout a conductive 
bore tube. 

Figure 8. Current in the,magnet versus time 
for a magnet with and withou t a 
bore tube. 

Figute 7 ~"'lWs the circuit diagrams for quenching magnets With and without a bore tube. 
The decay of th_e magnet current il in the magnet without the conductive bore t-..be ia 
represented 'by' . 

di L d; + ~l\ - 0 . (3) 

w~ere,.h = io (the start;l.ng current) at 10 c O. The .sol·Jtion for Equation 3 takes the form: 

i c ie-tIT.! 
1 0 

(4) 

when Ll, the magnetinductan~e, and Rl , the magnet circuit resistance, are constant. '[1 (the 
circuit tiDE constant) = LI/Rl. 

'" -4 
_ The decay'·of'the current in th~ magnet il takes a different form when a closely coupled 
bore -cubo: is introdur,ed. The differential equations for thi,s case are: 

-... 

.. 
(5) 

. . 
O. L2 is the bore .tube inductance; R2 ia, the bore tube 

imidUCl:liDC';e between':t.he .coil and the bore' tube. If the coil 
e: c 1- H2/LlL2 «-l.,:If one ~sumes e: small (say < 0.05)' 

cons'tru!t, then the. solution to, il in Equation ~ becomes 

(6) 

; 
~he lon~ time constant. _When E is small. La and 

(7a) 



t, 

• 

(7b) 

, where T2 (the bore tube time constant) g L2/R2. 

When TZ 19 large compared to Tl. the current in the cbil takes a sudden dip to a fraction 
of its starting value. Then the curre'!t decays slowly ~see Figure 8). The sUdden dip in the 
coil current i is accompanied by a sudden rise in, the bore tube current iZ. The total fh'" 
contained ,in .the magnet changes very slowly (with the time constant Tl). As a result. the 
transient voltages are kept withi.n reasonable bOlmds. The ", sh1..ft in current away from the coil 
reduces the integral of j 2dt without'large transient v.oltageJ:9). The bore ,tube absorbs a portion 
of the magnetic energy in the process. The unexpected bonus is th.>t; the bore causes the whole 

, coil to go normal much faster than 0l'dinary quench piopagation. This phenomenon, which is 
referred to as "quench back," has, a positive effect on fail safe operation of large,lUgh 
current density coils. . 

(b) The tub;Uar cooling system. The ,cryogenic aystem of all large supercond';"ting magneta 
presents a number of majilr problems. The two-phase tubular cooling system solves most of these 
prob~ems(10). One is not: restricted to ppol boiling hest transfer in a bath of' 'helium once 'one 
decides to use an adiaba-:ically stable superconductor. Liquid helium flowing in tubes will 
provide all of thecoolillg needed for a' de solenoid magnet. The advantages of a tUbular 
cooling sys~m over an ordinary bath cooled system are: (1) the cooldown of the mag".,t is 
well controlled because' the helium flows in a well-defined path, (2) the mass of a tubular 
cooling system is less than a bath cryostat (so is the radiation thickness), (3) helium in 
direct contact with the coil is minimized, and (4) the cryogenic safety is greatly enhanced 
because tubes have very high presBu-::e ratings and the ratio of helium. wlume. to nee vacuUlD 
is minimized. 

The LIlL system uses two-phase helium instead of the supercritical helium ;"hich is used 
in OMEGA or the SIN magnet. Two-phase helium was chosen because (1) a two-phase boiling 
system will operate at lOwer temperatures than a comparable single-phase system, (2) the 
temperature varies very little from end to end in a two-phase system, (3) the ::!ass flow for a 
g1veli'~amount of refrigeration is" lowj:!.r for the two-phase system than for a supercritical 
system, and (4) bOiling in the tube can transfer large local hest fluxes. The stability of the 
two-phase flow is achieved by choosing the right eow regime. The liquid and gas should 
travel at the same velocity. When the mist or bubble and froth flow is chosen, the fluid Is 
well behaved like a single-phase flow. 

The Lawrence Berkeley Lsboratory experiments. LBL has built two-meter diameter solenoids .,hich 
have been operating for nearly two years. The latest LBL test coil, which was finished in June 
of 1977, has s diameter of two meters, a length of 0.7 meters, and a stored energy whi.ch is 
2.0 KJ (one-fifth that of the TPC magoet). The one-meter diameter magoets hsve been tested 
extensively_ The two-meter test magnet tests have only begun. 

(a) The one-meter test solenoids. Thl> LBL one-meter diameter solenoids are approximately 
0.5 mete" long with just over 830 turns of. 1.1 mm diameter (including insulation) super
conductor wound on them(ll). The primary difference between the two coila is the copper to 
aupeyconductor ratio of the superconductor. The A magnet uses an MeA superconductor with 2200 
12.3-lJm filaments twisted one tum every 10 mm and with a copper to superconductor ratio of 1.8. 
The B magnet uses a Supercon superconductor with 2700 13.6-lJm filaments twisted one turn every 
10 mm. Its copper to superconiiuctor ratio is 1.0. Both coils are wouud on an 1100-0 aluminum 
bore tube 6.35 mm thick. On top of thE,! coil is a layer of 12,7 mm OD alUJllinum tube for 
cooling. Both coils are vacuum impregnated with epoxy. There are many small differences 
between the two magnets. The 'B magnet is i!Juch better than the A magoet. For example. the 
epoxy in the A magnet has cracked. causing the coil to move sway from. the bore tube as 
"IIIagnetic force is applied. The B magnet showa no evidence of cracking and, he.nee, we have not 
enco)Jlltered training. Figure 9 shows one of the I-meter diameter,magoets. FIgure 10 shows a 
crosB-section of 'the magnet bore tube, coil and cooling tube. 

A number of the tests oi the A and B magoets blive been described in other reports(12-15) • 
Most of the discussion here will. be centered upon the tests of new kinds of quench protection 
circuits snd tests of the A and B magoets hooked in series. Before proceeding, it is useful 
to point out that the bore tube behaves as theory suggests it would. Figure' 11 illustrates 
the shift in current from the coil 'to the bore tube. It shows a sudden drop in coil starting 
at Il time of 50 DIP- which ends at a time of 100 ma. This sudden drop in the coil current, 
balJuu:ed by sudden rises in the bore tube current, is caused by quenchback. 1;t is also useful 
to point out chat the tubular cooling system has performed very well through a half-dozen tests 
of the A and B coil. Detailed operating dsta of the cooling system is found in reference 15. 

The use of a conductive bore tube enhances th~ performance of quench protection sys~ms_ 
LIlL tested three kinds. of quench protection systems: (1) a constant resistance resistor of 

-7- . 
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• Figure 10. The LIIL one-meter diameter 
sOlenoid cpil cross section. 

0.6 olmis, (2) a 'Variabl~ tyrite resistor called a varistor, and (3) the discharge of !l 

capadtor bank into;.i:he, coil to drive it nOrmal.. The A magnet, B magnet sod A & B magnets can 
be,;queilclieil'"in a' fau-safe IIIBDJier withoul: the use of ao extemal quench protection circuit. 
the ~ ,of ,su~ 'c,!r!~uits will re,duce the :l,ntegral of j 2dt, hence the hot spot temperature. 

'F1gure12"shovs'curreDt ~r~u~ time at 400 A in the I! magnet for an uoprotected quench, 
a protecte'd queneh' witt.' a 0.6 ohm resistor put acmss tbe leads and a protected qwiilch with a 
variiitoi ...crolls'tIiio lea.ls. una. can see quenchbac:k 1Ji tbe unprotected quench. 11: takes over 
100,IDS ~'fo'r queoChback to start. When que""hbaCk is finished, the current decays experimentally 
from abo'ui: '30 pereent of its former value. The hot spot' temPerature reaches 300 K and 60 to 
70 percent 'Of",tilj!' coll energy cnds up, in' the tiore tube,. ' 

,~ .'. 

When a 0.6 ohm resistor is put across the leads (this occurs some 10 me after the quench 
is induced) , the current in, the c:oil is reduced to SO or 60 percent of its starting value 
:lmmec!iate1y. QusDChbac:k takes plaee dropping the coil ~urrent to 2S percent of 1ts starting 
value; "'l!Je'resistor redUCed the hot spot temperature to around 90 K while forclng over 80 
pe."cent Of the maBoet energy into the bore tube. The effectiveness of the res1$tor 1$ greaUy 
eDbanced by the b'ore tube. 

AAOI. TEST 6. LOG 2. RUN 47. 
10=700. U Q = 1 B 

--t 

----·c _.- .... 
i . 
" '. '. 

QuenCh I ........ 
0100 .... --__ 

g300 

I 
"S 200 .. 

100 

-.: ' 

100 2DO 
Time slnea q~nC:h.1tarled 

mLm·~ 

Figure 12. "B coil current versus time for 
various quench protection systems. 
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The varistor system is characterized by a resistance which takes the following form: 

(8) 

where b is 0.2 to 0.25. When i = 400 A, R '" 3.6 ohms. The variat'.>r causes the call current 
to suddenly drop to only a few ~ercent of i~ starting value in less than 5 ms (Ts, the "hart 
time constant, is 2 - 3 ms). The integral j 2dt is dominated by what happened before the 
quench was detected. In any event, when the. hot spot temperature drops below 40 K, the bore 
tube euds up with virtually all of the magnet stored energy. The conductive bore tube greaUy 
ellilluv:es the performance of the varistor system. Without the conductive bare tube, fhr 
varistor system would only be marginally better than a constant resistor of value Ro • 

'!he third method of quench protection is by driving the coil entirely normal through the 
use of a cspacitor bSDk. The A Siui l'. """gnets have a high frequency inductance of arouud 10 mil. 
If a "apacitor bank is discharged into the coll in a short time, the coll will see a sudden 
surge ..,f current (of short time du·tarion) which will drive the enrire coil normal (by 
momentadly pushing the current in the superconductor above its critical current). Once the 
entire coil is normal·, current is shifted to the bore tube and the coil hot spot temperature 
is greatly reduced. A short pulse of a couple of hundred volts drove the B magnet normal very 
well during recent tests of the A and B magnets together. Neither the varistor nor this method 
of. quench protection lIould be effective without the conductive, closely coupled bore tube. 

Table 3 summarizes the operating characteristics of the A magnet, the B magnet and the A 
and B magnet together in series. The B magnet has never trained even though it has operated 
at current densities of 1.24 x 109 Am-2. Training due to coil movement has occurred in the A 
magnet when it has operated alone or in cooj unction with the B magnet. The magnets were quenched 
without protection at all of the peak cu=ents given in Table 3. The testq have demonstrated 
fail safe operation (without quench protection) substantl ally above the jo ~ = 1023 line shown 
in Figlire 5. 

Testing of the A and B solenoids was completed in June 197i. The magnets have beeL shipped 
to the Sandia Laboratory in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA, in order to become part of a pulsed MIlD 
generator(16). The magnets have demonstrated they can handle considerable abuse. For example , 
an electrical lead waa burned out due to inadequate gas flow. The magn .. t was driven normal 
without damage b)" the overheated electrical lead. The lead became hot enough to melt some 
Bolder juints csusing leaks into the cryogenic vacuum sYBtem. The A and B magnet tests 
showed the inherent ~afety of the closely coupled bore tube system and the two-phase 
tubular COOling system. /' 

__ ./; .. 4' 

" 

Table 3. The operating characteristics of the A magnet, 
b magnet and A + B magnets in series. 

A Magnet B Magnet 

Design current (A) 700 BOO 

Critical current (at 4.8 K) (A) 910 1150 

Number of turns 835 832 

Length (m) 0.461 0.464 

Magnet diameter (ID) (m) 1.021 1.021 

Design matrix -1 
current density Am 0.909 x 109 1.120 )( 109 

Self iuductance (8) 0.789 0.782 

Design s tared energy (j) 1.931 ~ 105 3.028 x 105 

Peak operating current (A) 804* 972**~ 

Peak matriX current 
Jensity (Am-2) 1.044 x 109 1.238 )( 109 

Peak stored energy (J) 2.547 x 105 3.694 )( lOS 

A + B Magnet 

700 

830 

1667 

1.0 

1.021 

0.909 x 109 

1.949 

4.775 x 105 

704* 

0.914 x 109 

4.830 )( 105 

*Tbe magnet trained;- this is the highest current the magnet trained to. 
** No magnet training to this curre,,~. This current was the limit of the power 

supply. 
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(br The tWO-meter diameter test coils. A two-meter diameter test co11 was WDUnd and 
potted during Sprlngof 1977 ~ The magnet has, an inside diamete~ of 1980mm; it length is 
,165mm;:,a:n<lAtj';ithic~,essl,; 36Dim.'Th,e:iad1atioD. thickness of: the magnet Is approximately 
0.36""r~~¥J'ion::l~ngt~:,Thetw1>~eter, te61t,;magne~, called the C'magnet, has about 5500 m 
of, 1.5;.mmaiamet~"sUperconductor which has ,,2200 19;6-lImdiameter ,filaments. The copper 
~up"rcondu"torcrai:io, 'ln the, conductorls 1',8 and,lt has a twist pitch of 20 mm. The C magnet 
tu'bular 'cooling' system consists of 365, m of 12.7-_ OD aluminum tubing • . " .... " J'" -' ., 

'. lh'!cC,o~t;uctl~,ofthe,C·:m..~t 1-8, ';~lII:q~r'to 'the And B magnet~. nie bore t¢>e is 
made from ,9 .53 mm" thiCk: 1100~0 alUminum p'late;, 860 turns "of superconductor are wound in two 
lay~s ' oii , toihl.;J]i;iii :,tube;;(see, 'Fig,,, i3).' BetWeen the layers 1s ""a center tap. ,A quench 
proplii\lltorsysteni'I"',,,iouDd\ou' tDp~of:the ,Upper iaye:r of supercolllluctor. This wiodirig'is 
byfil.!t; :I:t"t>r.)c..edS longit"di~y (lengt!ridse) down the coU' in UPlac,es around the coil 
,to' speeif.1ll' the; tuiJ\7to-:tllrn'quench velocity. "(The ~ and B coils do not bave longitudinal 
quench proPllgators .. ) Abov.;, tbe,quench propagators are two layers of 3.l8-mm diameter aluminum 
wire whichserveB, ,,,s a support to'prevent the coil from lifting away from its bore"tube. 
:rii ... ~aluDiin;;,.;.cool1ug tube "was wound"" the outside: then the magnet was vacuum 1mpre~ted. 
The total Diass"of the finished magnet including its four leads and j,., bar assembly is 420 kg. 
The finish{d'magnet is,shoir- in Figure)4. ' , 

Af~"epoxy ,casting, the coil "as'l1igh-potted to '8.2 kV to ground. The magnet was put 
into a '2,'4-m'd18ii.eternitiQgen' shielded vacuum vessel which 1s 1.2-m h1gh. Instrumentation 
on the coil,1ru:luded 8 otrain gages with 6 dummy gages, 12 quench coils. 2 coils for measuring 
dlj>/dt, "4 voltage taps' (one for each electrical lead), 7 silicon diode' thermometers·;' 2 vapor 
bulb thermometers, 7 strain gage thermometers, and 2 pressure taps in the cryogenic circuit. 
The iDstrumentatiim "as connected to various oscilloscopes and to a PDP-ll computer which 
ac~ed,.":,,,~,<I'!.ta,col,l,t!l;tor and preproces,!'or,.Data fro."! the PDP-ll 1s processed, by the LlIL 7600 
cOmPuter~~ ' .. : . . -, . ,. . . ~ 

, ,Testing 'was 'startelon the C' coll in' July 1977. At the time this p'sper was written, only 
one~sed.eB'of'tei.ts,had 'beencomi>ieted. 'The first test of' the ,magnet was terminated by an 
aCc:ldent""whic'h Iiroke,'the'''mag"et suPp.orts and damaged the plumbing, The magnet survived; it 
qUenched as" would 'be expected after mOving several'centimeters before collid:l.ng with the 
vacuUlll",;ssel·. : The"'accident:was, caused by iron1n the capacitor bank .. which was being used 

, to protect i:!ie ~iinet frOm q!lenchlng. The .ii:ddt!~,Qccurreda~ a currellt of 957, which is 
ju&t'Dverhillf"the 'magnet's criti.~ current •. A't~he, the ma8net contained 890 kJ of 
magnetic energy,:and it iia:~ ,operat:1Ugat a coil ,of, 5 .4)( 108 Am-2. The 
acciilent showed lui'" unintentionally of ,extremely 
rugged~. 91\e~hes. atlow'currents' s!i<Mid achieved. 

http://and.it
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Table 4. The characteristics of the LBL two-meter 
diameter test magnet. 

Single Layer" Double L!'yer 

Average coil length (m) 0.6968 0.6968 

Average coil diameter ~m) 2.0062 2.0043 

Number of turns 430 860 

Magnet coil inductance (H) 0.462 1.847 

Bore tube inductance (H) 2.39 x 10-6 2.39 x 10-6 

Mutual inductance between 
9.87 x 10-4 1.973XlO-3 

coil and bore tube (H) 

Design current (A) 2000 1500 

Superconduc.tor current density 
at design current (Am-2) 1.131 x 109 0.849 x 109 

Magnet atored energy at design 
0.924 x 106 2.078 x 106 st.>red current (J) 

" The outer layer wldch is near the quench propagator. 

We saw evidence that the quench propagator circuits were working as intended. The expected 
performance of the C magnet is shown in Table 4. 

The future course of thin magnet technology. The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory thin coil 
development program has been rather conservative. We have not devoted a great deal of effort 
toward the use of a suitable high current density aluminum based supercond~ctor. The use of 
aluminum based auperconductor could reduce the radiation thickness of the superconductor 
nearly in half. Paper studies have been made of coil systems which use aluminum t .sed 
superconductors wound on magaesium bore tubes with a magnesium cooling tube system. With this 
kind of technoloGY, one could, in theory, reduce the radiation thickness of the TPC solenoid 
fr.om 0.38 radiation lengths to 0.26 radiation lengths. Ho ..... ver the risk of using untested 
technology is not justified. 

High current density aluminum based superconductors are light. They have roughly half 
the radiation thickness of copper based conductors a Tile quench wave velOCity Is about a fa.ctor 
of three faster in thl!. aluminmn based conductor than in a copper based conductor operating 
at the same current density_ If allmd.nwn based superconductors are used in conjunction with 
an aluminum bore tube, the structure will be particularly go~d from a thermal contraction and 
relative strain standpoint. The major disadvantage of the aluminlDD based superconductor is 
the fact that F*(T) and hence the integral of j 2dt is a fact.,r of 3 to 5 smaller than for a 

Figure 15. 
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copper based supercon.ductor. Partic.u1ar care must be taken to avoid burn-out problems 
associated with the use of thia type of conductor. • 

Figure 15 shows the total radiation thickne •• including the cryostat as a function of 
diameter for magnet. with central induction. of 1.0 and 1.5 tesla. The two upper curve. apply 
for magnets uBin~ copper baaed superconductors. The lower curve, which is a I teBla central 
induction curve, appl1~B 'When aluminum. based Buperconduc~or is user!. The use of a' conductive 
bore t:ube si10uld permit one to operate magnetS when Eojo is as hiStt as 1025 • (By comparison, 
magnet. wit~out conduccive bore tube. and limited.to·operat~on below Eoj02 = 1023• For coils 
made with ",=tnum stabilized conductor, Edjo" 0.4 x 1023): 
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